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RiskVal’s RVPortfolio is a front and middle office platform that combines real-time P&L and
Risk with the ability to forecast and manage risk well into the future. By using risk analysis
tools, including but not limited to risk factor sensitivities, P&L Explanation, Historical Analysis,
Scenario Analysis, and Value-at-Risk, RVPortfolio allows portfolio and risk managers to break
down P&L and Risk from portfolio to trade level.
 
Our platform eliminates the tedious work required to identify risk factors and gives managers
an intuitive tool that helps them make better decisions. RVPortfolio is built on RiskVal’s pre-
trade analytics* engine trusted by more than 100+ top-tier buy and sell-side firms. It assists
traders and portfolio managers to interpret results in an actionable way, allowing them to
minimize risk and maximize returns within a single platform.
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OVERVIEW

*Click to view RiskVal pre-trade analytics brochure

https://fcb61252-08ba-41a0-b837-b8e17c9d1db6.filesusr.com/ugd/f9d22c_2d5c06fc126b4e98ac1761432681df80.pdf
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BENEFITS

Stress Tested - Tested and vetted by top buy and sell side traders and
portfolio managers through various fixed income market cycles over the
last 19 years
Risk Committee - A risk committee that brings expertise from across the
industry to identify and address emerging issues in risk management
Award Winning - Numerous prestigious industry awards won, including
Waters Technology and RiskTech 100

Multiple Risk Measures - RVPortfolio risk metrics includes present value,
hedge ratio, Value-at-Risk, P&L explanation, P&L scenarios, DV01 bucket
risk, counterparty exposure and more
Customizable View - Users can aggregate risk from the most granular
trade level up to the portfolio level
Highly Interactive - Ability to define liabilities as projected benefit
obligations, accumulated benefit obligations or economic liabilities
Comprehensive Analysis - Bucket risk and non-parallel yield curve shifts
empower users match assets to plan liabilities more effectively

SaaS - A software-as-a-service that can be deployed on site for maximum
security or hosted to reduce the cost of hardware and maintenance
Seamless Connections - Position details updated daily using custodian
or prime broker feeds
Real-time Market Data - Integrated pricing feeds or handlers that support
numerous third-party vendors
 

Expertise

Analytics

Integration
_______________________________________________________________________________________

Support 24/5 Support - Dedicated support team
Easy Access - Global support requests raised through Bloomberg chat,
phone or email
Continuously Evolving - Frequent updates ensure cutting edge
features and quick bug resolutions



RVPortfolio's Bucket Risk enables enterprise-wide real-time spot and forward bucket risk
analysis, as well as real-time P&L for each bucket. The spot bucket risk bumps the swap
curve for P&L prediction and explanation. The forward bucket risk uses a combination of
Euro Dollar strips and forward swap buckets. These tools provide insight into the curve
sensitivities of the portfolio.
 
Methodology: 
Bucket Risk measures present-value sensitivity to interest rates. The buckets correspond to
the fitting points for the Libor curve build. To calculate the DV01 partials in RVPortfolio,
RiskVal bootstraps the user-specified yield curve. Each point on the curve is shocked by -1
basis point. RiskVal then rebuilds the curve to reprice the portfolio and the resultant
difference between the original and repriced PV is the rate exposure and risk for that
bucket.
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BUCKET RISK



RVPortfolio's Basis Risk enables the portfolio manager to see the risk distribution among
different basis spreads.
 
Methodology:
Basis Risk measures present-value sensitivity to basis spreads. The buckets correspond
to the fitting points from basis curve building. To calculate the partials in RVPortfolio,
RiskVal bootstrap the user-specified yield curve. Each point on the curve is shocked by -1
basis point. RiskVal then rebuilds the curve to re-price the portfolio and the resultant
difference between the original and repriced PV is the rate exposure and risk for that
bucket.
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BASIS RISK



RVPortfolio's Strip Risk enables portfolio managers to see the risk distribution among different
forward buckets (FOMC, ED Futures and forward swaps).
 
Methodology:
Strip Risk measures present-value sensitivity to forward buckets. The buckets correspond to
the fitting points from FOMC, ED Futures, and forward swaps. To calculate the strip partials in
RVPortfolio, RiskVal bootstraps the user-specified yield curve that is shocked by -1 basis point
and rebuilds the curve to reprice the portfolio. The difference between the original and repriced
PV is used to capture the rate exposure per fitting point.
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STRIP RISK
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CREDIT RISK

RVPortfolio's Credit Risk enables portfolio managers to see the risk distribution among
different credit default swap spread factors.
 
Methodology: 
To capture the Credit Curve Exposure in RVPortfolio, RiskVal uses the user-specified credit
spread to price the portfolio and calculate the PV. The credit spread is then shocked by one
basis point and the PV on the new spread-adjusted curve is calculated. The difference
between the original and repriced PV is the risk exposure of each product to its associated
credit curve.
 



RVPortfolio's Vega Risk further decomposes the conventional option Greek’s Vega risk into an
interest rate volatility grid (expiry x tenor). This gives portfolio managers a more precise and
granular understanding of their volatility risk.
 
Methodology:
Vega Risk measures the present value sensitivity to ATM Normal Vol surface. For each cell in
the Vol grid - for example, 1Y expiry and 5Y tenor - we calculate the present value of the
selected portfolio (based on the books included) with market implied ATM Normal Vol surface.
We then bump this surface by 1bp at the 1Yx5Y point only. The difference between the original
and repriced PV is the present value sensitivity to the 1Yx5Y ATM Normal Vol.
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VEGA RISK



RVPortfolio's Gamma Risk enables the portfolio managers to see the gamma bucket risk
distribution for each scenario and product type, allowing them to see how the total interest rate
risk behaves under different scenarios.
 
Methodology:
RiskVal calculates Portfolio level Gamma Risk to project the risk changes w.r.t large market
moves. RVPortfolio calculates 10 gamma scenarios: -100, -50, -25, -10, -1, 0, 1, 10, 25, 50,
100 bps move.
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GAMMA RISK



RVPortfolio's Value at Risk (VaR) estimates a threshold loss value for a given probability for a
given time horizon (such as one day). VaR is typically used by firms and regulators to gauge
the amount of assets needed to cover possible losses. It summarizes the market risk exposure
of all financial instruments in a portfolio into a single number.
 
Historical simulation is one way of calculating VaR. RiskVal’s Historical Simulation estimates
the hypothetical time series of returns on a given portfolio by running the portfolio through
actual historical data and computing the P&L change that would have occurred in each period.
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VAR: HISTORICAL SIMULATION



As some financial instruments such as futures and newly issued treasuries have limited
historical data, getting the data may prove challenging. RiskVal leverages its 20 years of
proprietary historical data to calculate the historical market price for each financial instrument.
 
Runtime computation for sophisticated portfolios also takes a long time. RiskVal employs state
of the art processing machines and servers to deliver the quickest performance and
turnaround time.
 
To accommodate the needs of the middle office, we leverage our understanding of market
risks and calculate the risk exposure to each market factor for each financial instrument. We
then use the Taylor expansion (delta-gamma approach) to estimate the historical market price
for each financial instrument. From this, we estimate the time series of returns over 20 years
for each portfolio. From the distribution of returns, we estimate VaR.
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Methodology:
Given an analysis date and look back period,
the VaR report will calculate the Value at
Risk (VaR) based on historical daily market
data changes. We then add the series of
daily market changes to current market data,
reprice the portfolio to obtain a series of P&L.
The VaR and Vol are then calculated based
on this series.
 



Interest Rate moves (for example, interest rate parallel rally 100bps; Bull/Flattener)
Interest Rate Volatility moves (for example, ATM Vol increase 10%)
Time changes (Horizontal Analysis)
Swap Spread moves
Credit Spread moves
FX rate & volatility moves and more

RVPortfolio’s Scenario Analysis estimates the expected value of a portfolio given a point in
time or a period of time, and assumes specific changes in the value of certain securities or key
factors, such as a change in interest rates. Based on mathematical and statistical principals,
scenario analysis provides a process to estimate shifts in the value of a portfolio, based on
different scenarios, following the principals of a “what if” analysis. 
 
RVPortfolio allows managers to stress numerous underlying risk factors, including yield curves,
swap spreads, volatility and more. The results of each scenario are easily compared to current
mark-to-markets of the portfolio to see the impact of market movement on portfolio value.
 
RiskVal’s Scenario Analysis includes, but is not limited to, one or any combination of the
following scenarios:
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SCENARIO ANALYSIS


